
DESY 
HERA progress 

On 15 December, the last of the 
646 superconducting magnets of 
the proton ring of the HERA elec
tron-proton collider now being 
commissioned at DESY, Hamburg, 
reached liquid helium temperature. 
During the end-year shutdown the 
ring was left ' f loating', reaching 
85K after 15 days. Magnet testing 
got underway again end-January. 

Meanwhile the t w o experiments 
- H1 and Zeus - continue to make 
good progress en route to inter
cepting HERA's first beams. 

W While the superconducting magnets for 
the proton ring of the HERA electron-proton 
collider at the DESY Laboratory in Hamburg 
are put through their paces, final touches are 
also being put to the electron ring (which ac
celerated its first particles in the summer of 
1988). A total of eight superconducting cav
ities will eventually take the electron ener
gies to over 30 GeV. 

(Photo P. Waloschek) 

A First physics from the CLEO II detector at 
Cornell's CESR electron-positron collider. 
The photon spectrum from transitions be
tween the upsilon 3S (angular momentum 
zero) and chi-b (unit angular momentum) 
states reflects the detector's performance. 

CORNELL 
CESR's progress 
Cornell's CESR electron-positron 
collider passed three significant mi
lestones last year: 
- the CUSB group completed its 

experimental programme after el
even years, and the experiment 
was removed; 

- the CLEO collaboration brought 
the new CLEO II version into ac
tion and reported first results; 

- wi th a single interaction region, 
CESR established new luminosity 
(related to collision rate) records. 
The CLEO group will continue to 

exploit these favourable collision 
condit ions, running at the broad 
upsilon 4s resonance to accumu
late a large sample of B mesons 
(containing the fifth ('beauty') 
quark). 
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The final CUSB run concluded a 
very productive programme. This 
collaboration made many vital con
tributions to B physics, including 
the sighting of the B* meson and 
the low-lying chi-b states, where 
the beauty quark and antiquark to
gether carry one unit of angular 
momentum (the upsilon states have 
zero). After the discovery of the 
upsilon at Fermilab in 1977 and its 
subsequent elaboration at DESY, 
CUSB and CLEO together extended 
the upsilon ladder to higher ener
gies. 

In addition, CUSB contributed to 
many searches for axions, Higgs 
and other exotic particles. In 1986 
the original detector was upgraded 
wi th 360 BGO crystals, achieving 
excellent photon energy resolution 
- 2 % at 100 MeV and 1 % at 5 
GeV for low multiplicity events. 

For CLEO II, the most important 
upgrade feature is the 7800-ele-
ment cesium iodide calorimeter 
(October 1989, page 14), where 
photon energy resolution (4.1 % at 
100 MeV and 1.4% at 5.2 GeV 
low multiplicity events) exceeds 
design specifications. Preliminary 
upsilon results and calorimeter per
formance were presented at last 
year's conferences. 

Although the resolution of the 
CUSB and CLEO II detectors is not 
significantly different, the latter's 
much finer segmentation pays divi
dends. Neutral pion detection pow
er has been exploited in looking at 
tau lepton decays. 

The removal of CUSB and opera
tion wi th a single interaction region 
and consequently decreased beam-
beam interaction opened the door 
to increased CESR luminosity. 
However increased flexibility in 
choosing the operating conditions 
has resulted in larger gains. The 
net result has been a new record 
luminosity of 1.7 x 1 0 3 2 per sq cm 

per s, half as big again as the pre
vious record level, also set by 
CESR, and with 7.1 inverse pico-
barns in a single day. 

Performance is limited chiefly by 
radiofrequency cavity reliability. To 
improve this, new cavities will be 
installed later this year. Meanwhile 
achieving a vertical tune shift near 
0.03 wi th appropriate beam dimen
sions has encouraging implications 
for proposed B factories, where 
similar conditions will be encoun
tered. 

COMPUTERS 
Teraflops for Europe 

In little more than a decade, simula
tion on high performance comput
ers has become an essential tool 
for theoretical physics, capable of 
solving a vast range of crucial 
problems inaccessible to conven
tional analytic mathematics. 

In many ways, computer simula
tion has become the calculus for in
teracting many-body systems, a 
key to the study of transitions from 
isolated to collective behaviour. 

Computer simulation of lattice 
gauge theories has blazed a trail for 
many other physics applications. In 
lattice gauge theory it has now be
come clear that only a major pro
gression to much larger computers 
will bring us to the next level of 
theoretical understanding. 

Similar conclusions have been 
reached also in condensed matter 
physics, quantum chemistry and 
fluid f low studies. This demand of 
theorists from Europe, the US and 
Japan has led to planning and con
struction of ever faster parallel 
computers. For the next generation 
of such supercomputers, collabora
tion wi th industry and exchange of 

ideas and expertise could well be 
extremely useful to both sides. 

A t the beginning of October a 
collaboration of 16 leading Ameri
can universities and research labor
atories, together wi th the Thinking 
Machines Corporation as industrial 
partner, therefore submitted to the 
US Department of Energy a propo
sal to construct a Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD) Teraflop Super
computer - the first computer cap
able of providing a sustained per
formance of 1 0 1 2 floating point 
operations per second. 

Such a facility would make poss
ible both the quantitative prediction 
of many experimentally crucial pa
rameters as well as the search for 
new phenomena in non-perturba-
tive strong interaction physics. 

On 27-28 November more than 
50 European lattice gauge theo
rists, together wi th some experts 
f rom condensed matter physics 
and f rom computer science, met at 
CERN with representatives from the 
computer industry to see if and 
how this decisive next step could 
be achieved in Europe. 

There is ample expertise on the 
research level. The APE group in 
Rome, at the same time as the Co
lumbia University group in the US, 
pioneered the construction of high 
performance special purpose su
percomputers for QCD. A collabo
ration of groups from German uni
versities, working at the High Per
formance Computer Center HLRZ in 
Julich has made significant pro
gress in the study of QCD thermo
dynamics and hadron properties. 

Strong efforts from the Edin
burgh group have led to the estab
lishment of a UK Grand Challenge 
Collaboration for the study of non-
pertubative QCD. 

However the European counter
part to the American supercomput
er industry needs urgent and rapid 
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